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An Injury to One is an Injury to All!
House Dems: Apprenticeship
changes could be illegal
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
Construction unions, allied
environmental groups and
House Democrats are strongly
opposing plans by anti-worker
GOP
President
Donald
Trump’s Labor Department to
let low-road non-union construction contractors run
apprenticeship programs.
In letters to DOL, they said
the
so-called
“Industry
Recognized Apprenticeship
Programs” would lead to
lower-quality construction,
confusion among workers and
potential apprentices, bad
training and lower pay for
building trades workers.
And the 125 lawmakers
from the House Democratic
majority – led by the chairs of
both the Education and Labor
Committee, which approves
DOL programs and the EdLabor Appropriations subcommittee, which doles out money
for them – warned that DOL’s
scheme may be illegal.
DOL proposed the new
apprenticeship rules responding to a Trump edict more than
a year ago. It would establish
the IRAPs, opening them to
the low-road non-union contractors, competing with DOLapproved, union-run highquality
Registered
Apprenticeships.
The apprenticeship scheme
is yet another bullet Trump
and his ideologues, including
in DOL, are firing at workers
in general and unions in particular ever since the real estate
mogul took over the Oval
Office.
Much of his ire has been
directed at federal workers, but

he’s also yanked DOL rules
that cracked down on exposure
to hazardous materials, such as
silica and beryllium, that
ordered investment advisers
for pensioners and pension
funds to put their clients’ interests first and that raised the
threshold – and the number of
workers always eligible for –
overtime pay.
Trump’s DOL even tried to
let bosses grab low-paid workers’ tips, but Congress stopped
that scheme.
The comment period for
DOL’s scheme closed on
August 26 and workers, mobilized by their unions, wrote
175,000-200,000
letters
opposing it. The lawmakers
want DOL to extend the comment period for another 60
days, but also made clear they
don’t like DOL’s plan.
Neither do the unions and
environmentalists,
banded
together in the BlueGreen
Alliance. They don’t want
IRAPs in construction at all.
“The construction industry
accounts for roughly half of
U.S. apprentices, and has had
great success with registered,
DOL-approved apprenticeship
programs. Such apprenticeship
programs, like those lead by
the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices
of the Plumbing, Pipefitting
and Sprinkler Fitting Industry,
International Association of
Sheet Metal, Air, Rail and
Transportation Workers, and
International
Union
of
Bricklayers
and
Allied
Craftworkers, are subjected to
stringent standards and oversight,” their comment letter
says.
“Use of IRAPs in the construction industry would hamper the entire industry and
threaten the health and rights
of workers. Too many IRAPs
are sham apprenticeship programs that cut corners and
lower the quality of work produced while giving an unfair
advantage to substandard contractors and `scamming workers out of fair pay,” BlueGreen
Alliance Executive Director
Jason Walsh added.
See APPRENTICE...page 6

Solidarity forever!

Labor Day celebrations in the Northland included the traditional sing-along at the
Duluth picnic at Bayfront Park with local Labor-endorsed candidates, union leaders and
politicians. Thanks to everyone involved for a successful celebration. More photos on
page 4.

Fed unions defend rights in Congress, court
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—It
says something about GOP
President Donald Trump’s
hatred of the two million federal workers he supposedly
supervises that the unions that
represent them are still defending themselves, their members
and other feds in Congress and
in the courts against his
attempts to break them – after
almost a year and a half.
In one of the two the latest
battles, the two top federal
worker
unions,
the
Government
Employees
(AFGE) and the Treasury
Employees (NTEU), asked the
full U.S. Court of Appeals for
D.C. to hear their arguments
for overturning Trump’s antiworker executive orders.
And in the other, they’ve
enlisted 218 House Democrats,
an absolute majority of all
House members, on a letter
urging congressional negotiators to write federal worker
protections against Trump’s
moves into the omnibus
money bill for the fiscal year
starting Oct. 1.
The actions aim at protect-

ing workers from Trump’s
schemes, imposed by three
executive orders in May 2018.
His orders make it easier for
bosses to fire federal workers
and retaliate against whistleblowers. They also strip unions
of the small offices and
phones, fax machines and
computers they used to help
workers battle bosses’ discipline and favoritism.
Trump’s orders also say
worker reps must defend their
members on their own time
and on their own dime, and
skew the appeals process of
worker discipline in favor of
bosses. Trump even banned the
workers from contacting
Congress.
A federal district judge
threw out Trump’s orders as
both unconstitutional – due to
the ban on speaking to
Congress – and illegal under
federal law covering labormanagement relations for the
nation’s two million federal
workers. But a three-judge
appeals court panel reversed
that judge’s pro-worker decision and upheld Trump, on
technical grounds.
And Trump’s Department

of Veterans Affairs and
Education Secretary Elizabeth
“Betsy” DeVos both defied the
initial judicial ruling and
imposed Trump’s edicts anyway, even though Trump’s
orders are technically delayed
until the issue runs its course in
the courts.
Now AFGE and NTEU
want the full appeals court to
hear their case against what
NTEU
President
Tony
Reardon calls a classic case of
union-busting, and what
AFGE President J. David Cox
says is Trump’s plan to return
to the corrupt spoils system of
the 1880s.
“The anti-worker executive
orders are in violation of the
law and, if implemented,
would send the federal workforce into disarray,” Cox said
when the unions filed their
complaint with the appeals
judges just before Labor Day.
“This case is vitally important
with far-ranging implications
for every American and
deserves a hearing before the
full court.”
“Such presidential overreach – especially the kind that
See AFGE...page 7

Citizens Federation shutting down after more than 40 years of guidance
After 44 years of working
for economic justice, the MN
Citizens Federation NE is closing its doors on Sept. 30. The
loss of most of the group’s
operating income forced this
decision.
A Farewell
Celebration and Pot Luck
Dinner will be held on Thurs.,
Sept. 26 at Holy Family
Church, 2430 W. 3rd St. in
Duluth, from 6 to 8 pm.
The Citizens Federation,
previously known as the Senior
Federation, has had close ties

to the Duluth-area labor movement, from its inception. The
organization was created and
sustained primarily by union
retiree groups and their leaders,
especially those of the
“Greatest Generation.”
The organization’s issue
work centered on affordable
health care for everyone, but
also included affordable energy
and utilities, fair taxes, and
worker justice – such as help
with winning these victories:
Duluth’s Living Wage ordi-

nance, HERE members’ first
living wage contracts; getting
MEI to settle with locked-out
Steel Workers; and increasing
Minnesota’s minimum wage.
Local unions have helped the
Citizens Federation many
times with donations to continue the work.
The group’s work on electric rates has consistently saved
most of MN Power’s residential customers, on average,
about $200 to $300 per year,
ever since the late 1970’s. That

in turn has put many millions of
dollars into the local economy.
The Citizens Federation
also helped thousands of low
income seniors get health care
without having to buy insurance policies, with its Senior
Partners Care program. The
program fees became the organization’s primary source of
income. The loss of that revenue resulted from Essentia
Health deciding to start selling
its own Medicare policies and
cancelling the program, fol-

lowed shortly by St. Luke’s.
Presentation available on
Medicare For All
The organization’s last project is the creation of a new
presentation/discussion on universal health care and
Medicare for All. The information is badly needed, since
there is great confusion on the
topic. If your union, or other
group you are part of, would
like to arrange a free presentation, email admin@citizensfed.org

Retiree council announces
Prep your pots: Chili Cook-off coming up
competition is fierce, Professional & Amateur event to raise awareness about
speakers for election conference butThe
the sweet taste of victory Divisions.
United Way and its partner
Speakers have been confirmed for “2020: Eyes on the
Election”, the First Annual
Conference and Election of
Board Members and Officers
of the Minnesota State Retiree
Council, AFL-CIO.
The Conference is set for
Wednesday, September 25 at
the Sheet Metal Workers Local
10 Hall, 1681 Cope Avenue in
Maplewood.
The Conference aims to
provide union retirees with
information and motivation for
meaningful involvement in the
2020 election. There will be
booths on Social Security,
Health Care Issues, the 2020
Census-- and more-- with people present to answer questions.
The following speakers are
now confirmed:
•Secretary of State Steve
Simon will review election
security issues and the new
schedule and mechanics for the
presidential primary.
•Senator Tina Smith will
greet and speak to the group by
video.
•Buddy Robinson of the
Minnesota Citizens Federation
Northeast will present the latest on Social Security and how
the issue may be part of the
2020 election campaign. The
Retiree Council has partnered
with Buddy in offering forums
to share his program about
Social Security, Medicare and
Medicaid for the last several
years.
•Rose Roach, executive
director of the Minnesota

Nurses Association, will
address health care issues and
their importance in the 2020
campaign. Rose has negotiated health care contracts for
nurses and is an advocate for
health care reform.
•Elaine Rothman, a retired
teacher and chair of the
Minneapolis Regional Labor
Federation Retiree Council
(MRRC) Complete Count
Committee will review the
importance and timetable of
the 2020 census. She has been
working on census issues for
almost a year.
•Pommella Wegman, AFLCIO Field Director, will bring
the group the revised presidential primary/precinct caucus
calendar and functions, an outline of the Labor 2020
timetable and goals, and how
union retirees fit into this picture.
Registration begins at 9 on
September 25. At 2 p.m. the
Conference will adjourn to
have the Election of Officers
and Board members.
Because these official
actions are to be taken at this
get-together, credentials have
been provided to every Retiree
Council affiliate so they can
register their voting delegates.
Non-affiliated groups and
individuals are welcome to
attend. For registration information, contact 651 227 7647,
ext. 121.
This will be an exciting
“launch” into the 2020 campaign effort. We CANNOT
start too soon!

Buy union!
Buy American!
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makes all of your hard work
worth it. Think out of the box,
and create an entry for the 28th
Annual United Way Chili
Cook-off! This is a great opportunity for a fun team-building
project, to enhance your company profile, and get your
organization in front of a large
crowd of nearly 2,000 people!
We are looking for amateur
and professional chili chefs to
enter a chili for Head of the
Lakes United Way’s 28th
Annual Chili Cook-Off, taking place on September 19th
at the DECC. It’s a great way
to share your favorite recipe
while promoting your business or organization.
Professional judges taste
each entry and vote on aroma,
taste, texture, after-taste, and
visual appearance. They
determine the awards of
Hottest-Yet-Edible,
Most
Unique, Vegetarian, and 1st,
2nd & 3rd Place for

In addition, community
attendees taste and vote on
their favorites in terms of
“People’s Choice” (favorite
chili recipe) and “Best Spirit”
(most festively decorated
booth). In the past, entries
have included meat or vegetarian, mild or hot, traditional
or unique, even sweet or
savory!
Head of the Lakes United
Way hosts this fun and filling

agencies serving those in the
communities of AshlandBayfield, Greater Duluth, the
North Shore (Lake & Cook
Counties), and SuperiorDouglas County.
For more information or to
enter a chili, go to www.hlunitedway.org/chili. You can
register your chili online until
September 13th. Call Taire
Lind Suliin at 218-726-4794
with any questions.

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Thursday Sept. 12, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall C (Heaney)
Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566

PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD

IBEW 31 & 242
Retirees’
Luncheon
Tue., Sept. 24
1:00 p.m.

G.B. Schneider
& Co.
4602 Grand Ave.
Duluth

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, Sept. 19
9:00 a.m.

DIVORCE • PATERNITY
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
STEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS

Chalet Lounge
4833 Miller Trunk
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Perspective matters when it
comes to reporting on Labor
By Catherine Conlan
Journalists have a love-hate
relationship with national holidays. Those days off tend to
mean that there isn’t much
daily news because large institutions shut down, but on the
other hand, they happen every
year and are easy to plan
around, and the holiday itself
can serve as a news peg.
Labor Day provides a knotty challenge for many newspapers, though, because it comes
at the end of summer, when
already strapped newsrooms
might have people off for vacation, and some newspapers
aren’t always sure how to
address what can seem like an
issue-oriented holiday.
This year, however, there
was plenty to report on.
Despite low membership numbers, public approval for
unions is at a five-year high,
according to Gallup, which
released a poll before Labor
Day saying 64 percent of
Americans approve of labor
unions.
Leave it to the newspaper of
Capital, though, to trot out the
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issue of a “split” in the union
movement — and to provide a
vague, lazy analysis of what
that means for politics.
If you read the Wall Street
Journal’s Labor Day article
about union voters in 2020,
you might be forgiven for making assumptions about how it
was reported. With one quote
from NEALC head Al Netland,
comments from a made-toorder Steelworker who says he
was raised a Democrat but
voted for Trump in 2016, and a
photo of an Iron Range union
leader, at first glance it seems
reporter Alex Leary really dug
into what makes northeastern
Minnesota politics tick.
But a closer look reveals a
familiar vague high-level story
with little value — or reporting.
Leary’s first-ever trip to
Minnesota was timed perfectly,
it seemed. During his visit,
union members here in Duluth
were
doorknocking
for
endorsed candidates before the
August 13 primary. What better way to learn about the challenges and opportunities at the
intersection of politics and
Labor than by following union
members who were knocking
on union members’ doors and
talking politics?
Leary didn’t seem interested, though. When he got in
touch with the NEALC, field
organizer Katie Humphrey
gave him feedback about the
variety of opportunities he
could have talking to politically minded union volunteers
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working in a nonpartisan race.
When he arrived, though, it
was clear he wanted only certain kinds of union members.
He asked about the “union
bars” where workers hang out
after work, which seemed
counterintuitive: If you’re writing about political union members, why talk to the ones who
are sitting at the bar all
evening? It’s almost as if that’s
what you expect to find — or
want to write about.
The article is framed as if
union members in general are
all up for grabs, but then narrows it down later on to “president’s appeal to builders, electricians, plumbers, roofers and
miners." It also talked about
“life-long Democrats” who
switched to Trump in 2016.
This certainly happened, and
represents a challenge for
Democrats in 2020. But it
ignores the gains made in
Minnesota in 2018 as well.
As an aside, I tried to get a
hold of the Steelworker named
in the article to talk further
about his political background
and interests. A quick look at
the memes posted on the
Facebook page in his name
implies that the evolution from
Democrat to Republican voter
was not necessarily a recent
one, nor a whim in 2016. I was
unsuccessful in reaching him.
Leary also didn’t quote the
freshly
minted
County
Commissioner Keith Musolf,
who as a member of
Ironworkers Local 512 seemed
to fit the tradesman profile he
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was looking for, and who was
on hand to do some city-race
doorknocking. Nor did Leary
quote any of the Laborendorsed candidates available,
even though one of them,
AFSCME member Theresa
O’Halloran-Johnson, appears
in a photo that ran with the
story. (She’s not identified in
the photo, though.)
Talking with a union members at the bar after work is certainly one way to find sources
for an article. But if it’s your
only way, who do you miss?
You’re not going to get the
union members picking up
their kids after work and going
home to fix supper, the union
members who are volunteering
in their communities, the ones
who are more likely to vote, the
ones who serve as a political
backbone every election cycle.
You’re not going to get the shift
workers in health care or transportation, or many teachers. It’s
lazy reporting that skews your
view — or gives you the result
you’re looking for when you’re
in a state for the first time in
your life and you’ve got 48
hours to put “a Labor Day
story” together.
That disinterest in the wider
realty undermines other points
the article tries to make, as
well. Reading further, we learn
that “Wisconsin, which Mr.
Trump won by about 23,000
votes, lost 176,000 union
members from 2008-2016.”
The article doesn’t go into why
those numbers went down,
though, because that would

mean talking about the active
union-busting of public sector
unions, led by Republican
Governor Scott Walker, combined with lower state spending that squelched business
growth in the private sector.
These things don’t happen in a
vacuum, but of course the WSJ
would like you to think so.
The WSJ is an institution
for a reason, and it’s not like
anything in the article is false.
It is, however, a very specific
perspective that doesn’t provide the whole picture, when
the reporter had plenty of
opportunity in his limited time
here to get a wider view.
There is absolutely tension
between Organized Labor and
political parties — always has
been, always will be. There is a
definite need for ongoing dialog
among party and union members, from rank-and-file to top
leaders, at the local, state and
national level. Unions are
human institutions, subject to
human whims in its infrastructure and among its members. So
are political parties. No voting
bloc is monolithic. Political parties are always worried about
the marginal voters that can
peel off on a whim or in resentment, and that can surprise us
all.
The people who wrestle
with these issues regularly
deserve better than what the
Wall Street Journal gave them.
But with “Wall Street” right
there in the name, none of us
should be surprised at what we
got.
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Happy Labor Day 2019!
Northeastern Minnesota is the place to be
on Labor Day, whether
you’re catching the
parade in Cloquet,
grabbing a brat in
Virginia or having
some fun at the picnic
in Duluth. Thanks to
all the volunteers who
make it happen. If you
missed it, there’s
always next year!
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St. Germaine family launches ambitious fundraiser for modified van
Anyone
who
knows
Christina St. Germaine knows
she’s a giver. She works for the
Department
of
Human
Services at the Minnesota Sex
Offender Program, is president
of AFSCME Local 1092 and
serves a delegate to the Duluth
Central Labor Body, board
member to the NEALC and
general board member of the
state fed.
As a delegate, she was one
of the people who helped
humanize the issue of Earned
Sick and Safe Time in Duluth.
She made a statement at a city
council meeting in March 2018
during hearings on ESST. She
told her story of having a miscarriage at age 19 when working while pregnant. Councilor
Jay Fosle waved the issue
away, saying it was her choice
to become pregnant. People
objected noisily, standing up
for her in the gallery.
Now, the community has a
chance to give back.
Christina is getting the word
out about her son, Brandon. He
was born with a rare genetic
disorder called diastrophic dysplasia, a type of dwarfism.
She’s hoping to raise funds to
purchase a qualifying used or
new minivan to modify for him
to drive.
“I grew up knowing that the
union gave us everything we
have, and that my parents made
a living wage — they didn’t
just have jobs,” Brandon said.
“I’ve always known the value
of unions representing workers
and building your own level of
power. Everything I have
comes from the union, so it’s
natural to ask for help with this,
too.”
Christina said her doctor
told her that Brandon’s dyspla-

How to help

• Donate directly at https://www.gofundme.com/
f/dzud5-wheels-for-brandon.
• Join the Wheel for Brandon Facebook group for
event notifications and updates.
• Comedians Brandon St. Germaine, Joe Mosier and
Danielle Thralow will be performing at VIP Pizza in
Superior, Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. $10 minimum, 21+ event.

Brandon St. Germaine and his mom, Christina St.
Germaine, president of AFSCME Local 1092.
sia was one of the worst he had
Brandon is a comedian —
seen. Brandon has gone “I do standup, but I don’t stand
through more than a dozen sur- up” — and is in the process of
geries and uses a powered organizing benefits to help
wheelchair to get around, but raise money for the van, idealneeds more mobility to become ly an event in October (stay
tuned for updates).
truly independent.
He’s done open-mic events
“Brandon doesn’t want to
depend on his dad and I to give at venues around the Twin
him rides when it fits into our Ports as well as Acme Comedy
schedules,” Christina said.
Club in Minneapolis. “A lot of
“People who get hand-me- my comedy is about disability
down vehicles in high school and struggling with it, the realor when they graduate, even
that’s a barrier to entry for me
to just jump in a car and go,”
Brandon said. “A lot of people
solve that problem when
they’re 16 — I’m double that
and still trying to make it
work.”
Christina and Brandon
toured Rollx Vans in Savage,
where they modify vehicles for
a variety of uses. She has since
started a GoFundMe to help
purchase a van for Brandon
that could be adapted to fit his
needs, such as with a powered
ramp and adapted controls.

ness of it,” he said. “It gets
dark, because disability is dark
and life is dark — I go to the
intense places and talk about
dark things, and comedy is the
best way to do that. If you can
make people laugh, you can
teach them something.”
The services available in
Duluth — public transportation
and private or nonprofit transportation — is spotty and doesn’t
make it easy for people with disabilities to get where they want
to go, when they want to go.
“I’ve been organizing my schedule to attach to others’ work-life
schedule,” Brandon said. A van
could provide the independence
many take for granted.

Christina acknowledges
that the GoFundMe has an
ambitious goal. But she and
Brandon explained that buying
a new van with built-in safety
features would help available
government grants (which
can’t be used for vehicle purchases) go farther on other
modifications.
Brandon says if he were
able to travel at will, he’d be
doing comedy shows all over.
“It goes to the core of the issue
— some people have inherited
wealth and some have inherited power structures, but for
those who haven’t, the way to
build those institutions is by
working together.”

APPRENTICESHIP...from p. 1
“The
Trump
Labor
Department’s proposed rule
“undermines key standards
and protections that are necessary to safeguard the welfare
of apprentices,” the 125 lawmakers said. “In sum, this proposed regulation undermines
the existing RA system,
including the investments
states, employers and unions
have made across the country,
by enabling programs to be
created with no Departmental
oversight and potentially lower
quality standards under the
name of ‘apprenticeship.’”
And Trump would also use
the new rule to yank money
away from the high-quality

Registered Apprenticeship
programs –- the union-run programs -– even though DOL
claims it wouldn’t, the lawmakers added.
“We urge the (Labor) secretary to comply with the letter
of the law,” which sets out five
specific requirements for all
apprenticeships and links them
together, the lawmakers said.
If DOL goes ahead, they
added, it should not impose
IRAPs on the top sectors it
already identifies as having the
most apprentices or their
equivalents:
Construction,
public administration, manufacturing, health care and
social assistance and retail.
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EPI: Forced arbitration to cover 80 percent of private sector workers by 2024
By The St. Louis Labor
Tribune and Press Associates
WASHINGTON — Thanks
to a recent U.S. Supreme Court
pro-business ruling, some 80%
of private-sector U.S. workers
will be forced into arbitration
with their bosses by 2024, a
new report predicts.
The report, by the
Economic Policy Institute and
the Center for Popular
Democracy, paints a stark picture of what would happen to
workers at the mercy of arbitrators. Statistics show those supposedly neutral quasi-judges
side with bosses more than
90% of the time.
And the arbitration clauses,
now given supremacy by the
Supreme Court’s Epic Systems
v. Lewis decision, would let
employers strip workers of
their right to join together in
court to fight wage theft, discrimination or harassment, the
report says.
Arbitration, the court’s
GOP-named majority ruled,
also overrides grievance procedures.
The report, “Unchecked
Corporate Power: Forced
Arbitration, The Enforcement
Crisis, And How Workers Are
Fighting Back,” projects the
Epic Systems case is spurring
corporations to dramatically
increase their use of forced
arbitration clauses. Soon, only
a small minority of American
workers will be able to sue
their employers.
This trend makes it critical
that public enforcement agencies, like state departments of
Labor, have the resources they
need to ensure that employers
respect important worker protections like minimum wage,
earned sick and family leave,
fair workweek standards, and
protections against discrimination and harassment, the report
says.
Yet public agencies are crippled by shrinking budgets and
struggle to address persistent
workplace violations, it adds.

Report authors Kate Hamaji
and Rachel Deutsch of the center and Celine McNicholas,
Heidi Shierholz, and Margaret
Poydock of EPI start with
analysis of historical and current state-level funding by the
National Employment Law
Project. It finds the number of
covered workers per federal
wage-and-hour investigator
and health and safety officer
has more than doubled since
1994, to over 170,000 workers
for each agency staffer. In six
states profiled in the report, the
number of workers per investigator range from 54,900 to
188,800.
The report calls on
Congress to override Epic
Systems and restore the fundamental rights of working people to enforce their rights by
passing the Restoring Justice
for Workers Act and the Forced
Arbitration Repeal Act.
Those two measures,
pushed by House Judiciary
Committee Chairman Jerry
Nadler, D-N.Y., and House
Education
and
Labor
Committee Chairman Bobby
Scott, D-Va., are pending
before Nadler’s panel.
“Congress must act to overturn the Supreme Court’s
deeply flawed Epic Systems
decision, which makes it nearly impossible for millions of
workers to get justice when
their employers violate fundamental workplace protections.”
said
McNicholas,
EPI’s

Director of Government
Affairs.
“These laws were passed to
ensure that workers in this
country have the basic rights to
fair pay and a safe workplace
free from discrimination —
Congress cannot allow a
Supreme Court dominated by
corporate interests to take them
away. We must demand representatives restore our rights
and pass the Restoring Justice
for Workers Act and the Forced
Arbitration Injustice Repeal
Act.”
“For far too long, corporations have tied the hands of
American workers through the
use of forced arbitration clauses, which are often buried in
the fine print of employment
contracts and used as a precondition for employment.,”
Nadler added. “Forced arbitration strips working Americans
of their day in court to hold
employers accountable for
wage theft, discrimination,
harassment and many other
forms of misconduct.”
The two bills, Nadler added,
would “finally put an end to
this exploitation of American
workers and to ensure they
have equal protection under the
law to hold their employers
accountable for illegal behavior. Victims of sexual assault,
racial discrimination, and other
forms of corporate abuse and
misconduct deserve their day
in court.”
The report identifies the

“whistleblower enforcement”
model as the most promising
state-level solution to the corporate accountability crisis.
Bills introduced in six states in
2019 — Massachusetts, Maine,
New York, Oregon, Vermont,
and Washington — would
empower workers to sue lawbreaking employers on behalf
of the state and all injured
workers, including those covered by arbitration clauses.
The bills allow a worker to
file a representative action on
behalf of all the company’s
workers, just as the agency is
authorized to do, allowing collective enforcement of rights in
spite of Epic Systems.
Penalties owed by lawbreaking
employers fully fund enforcement agencies, the state measures say.
“Through the courage of
workers demanding change,

and the leadership of their
elected representatives, we can
restore access to courts,
empower workers to hold lawbreaking employers accountable, and make hard-won
workplace standards meaningful to families across the country,” said Rachel Deutsch,
supervising attorney for worker justice at the Center for
Popular Democracy.
The report cites California’s
Private Attorney General Act
as a successful model. In the
most recent fiscal year,
California’s Labor Department
received over $34 million in
PAGA revenue.
Since PAGA started, recovered money funded a wide
range of enforcement programs, including cracking
down on companies that fraudulently misclassify their
employees as independent contractors to avoid minimum
wage, unemployment insurance, and other basic obligations to workers.
Brenda Rojas, a first-generation college student in
Oregon, is among those calling
on policymakers to enact bold
reforms.
“While working at Buffalo
Wild Wings, my coworkers
and I experienced wage theft
regularly, and worked in an
environment of constant sexual
harassment,” Rojas told the
report authors.

APPRENTICE...from page 1
“Leaving the door open to the
use of IRAPs in the construction
industry is unacceptable. These
programs must be permanently
kept out of the industry.”
“The
Trump
Labor
Department’s proposed rule
“undermines key standards and
protections that are necessary
to safeguard the welfare of
apprentices,” the 125 lawmakers said. “In sum, this proposed
regulation undermines the
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existing RA system, including
the investments states, employers and unions have made
across the country, by enabling
programs to be created with no
Departmental oversight and
potentially lower quality standards under the name of
‘apprenticeship.’”
And Trump would also use
the new rule to yank money
away from the high-quality
Registered Apprenticeship pro-

grams –- the union-run programs -– even though DOL
claims it wouldn’t, the lawmakers added. “We urge the (Labor)
secretary to comply with the letter of the law,” the lawmakers
said. If DOL goes ahead, they
added, it should not impose
IRAPs on the top sectors it
already identifies as having the
most apprentices: Construction,
public administration, manufacturing, health care and others.
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Brief Teamster strike gets results at Cintas

flatly conflicts with existing
civil service law – has never
been insulated from judicial
review and we shouldn’t start
now,” said Reardon.
“This isn’t just about federal
employees and their unions.
This is about preserving our
merit-based civil service system
and making sure taxpayers can
count on agencies staffed by
highly qualified employees
who are treated fairly as they go
about the business of delivering
important government services
to the public,” he added.
But the federal workers and
their unions aren’t solely counting on courts to toss out Trump’s
edicts. They want worker protections written into the money bill
pending before law-makers.
They enlisted the 218
Democrats, led by Rep. Jamie
Raskin, D-Md., to lobby for that.
The House-passed money
bill (HR3351) for general government, the Treasury and
other agencies, which includes
the civil service and the workers, includes those protections.
But the measure is marooned
in the GOP-run Senate and
Congress is expected to roll it
together with other money bills
into an omnibus bill to keep the
government going.

A dozen Teamsters went
out on strike at Cintas last
week for better compensation
and working hours. By Friday,
the company met their
demands.
Zak Radzak, president of
Teamsters Local 346, said they
had been in negotiations with
Cintas since May, and the 12
drivers had had enough.
The drivers pick up and
deliver laundry and linens
around the Twin Ports. Radzak
said that while the drivers were
on the pickets, managers were
making deliveries.
Cintas bought the facility
from GNK about two years
ago. The company had been
demanding
increases
in
mileage and hours and looking
for concessions in commissions. “More work for less
money,” Radzak said. “The

The House-passed proworker provisions would prevent
Trump’s
political
appointees from unilaterally
stripping workers of collective
bargaining rights, would ban
retaliation against whistleblowers and would keep due
process protections for workers, among other things.
Union backers of the letter
include AFSCME, the National
Federation
of
Federal
Employees/Machinists,
the
Professional and Technical
Engineers, the AFT, the NEA and
its federal worker affiliate, which
represents teachers and staffers at
Defense Department schools.
Congressional
signers
include Reps. Rosa DeLauro
(Conn.), who chairs the House
subcommittee that helps dole
out funds for the Labor
Department. Other signers
include Reps. Ilhan Omar
Betty
McCollum
of
Minnesota, Reps. William
Lacy Clay and Emmanuel
Cleaver of Missouri, Linda
Sanchez (Teamsters) and most
of the California delegation,
Reps. Donald Norcross of New
Jersey, an IBEW member,
Mark Pocan of Wisconsin, a
Painter, and all the Illinois
Democrats.

Members of Teamsters Local 346 struck Cintas last week
and got concessions days later.
guys
decided
enough’s
The drivers picketed delivenough. You can’t support a eries and informed customers
family for what the company is about the dispute as well. They
paying on 50 to 60 hours.”
are now back to work.

UAW: ‘I feel admin timed this’...from page 7
the government, and most
importantly, when wrongdoing
has been discovered, we have
taken strong action to address
it. The UAW will continue to
cooperate with the government
in its investigation, as we have
been doing throughout.”
The union added “media
leaks, false assumptions and
political grandstanding” are
designed to undermine UAW
members’ trust in Jones and
other leaders during the contract talks. But the “sole focus
of President Jones and his team
will be winning at the bargaining table for our members."
Still, pro-worker University
of California labor relations
Professor Harley Shaiken, plus
an analyst at an auto-firmsponsored think tank in nearby
Ann Arbor, Mich., said the
raids could throw another hitch
into the bargaining.
“Call me cynical, but I feel
the Trump administration willfully timed this to coincide
with our negotiations so that
the union would lose faith in
the leadership,” UAW member
Sean Crawford, who works at
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the GM Flint assembly plant,
told the Detroit Free Press.
“We’re getting ready to go into
one of the biggest negotiations
of our lifetime and we’re possibly going to lose faith in our
union.”
Jones himself warned at last
year’s UAW convention,
which elected him to the top
job in part because his accounting background represented a
break with prior leadership,
that the talks would be tough.
In response, convention delegates also approved a leadership proposal to increase the
union’s strike benefit payouts.
With the Detroit 3 automakers now reporting record profits,
key issues in the talks include
UAW members’ demands to
recoup much of the money they
sacrificed during the Great
Recession to help keep the companies alive. GM and Chrysler
went bankrupt due to the Wall
Street-caused crash.
The rescue package negotiated between the firms, the
UAW and the Democratic
Obama administration included a two-tier wage system,

other cuts and sale of GM’s
health care plan to UAW in
return for GM stock and cash
to invest in it. The cuts also
applied to Ford workers, even
though Ford didn’t go broke.
Ford wants to push more
health care costs onto the workers, who are resisting. The
workers also want to trim the
eight-year “grow-in” period for
a second-tier worker – who is
nevertheless full-time – to reach
top of scale. And the UAW
wants to cut the numbers of
temps the Detroit 3 employ.
There are 12,500 at the two Ford
plants, one each for cars and
trucks, in Louisville alone, and
that’s not counting the temps.
Also sticking in workers’
craws is the fact that the
Detroit 3, even after recovering
financially, continued – in the
name of savings and profits –
to shift production from the
U.S. to Mexico. Jones pointedly told auto execs at the opening of the talks that those shifts
must end.
“A ‘yes’ vote on the strike
authorization vote does not necessarily mean we will go on
strike. Voting yes will show
General Motors that we are serious and that we support your
UAW negotiating team,” Local
652 President Randy Freeman
urged before the August 26 vote
at the local hall in Lansing,
Mich. “The security of your job,
your benefits and your family’s
welfare are at stake. General
Motors pays attention when
your union is strong and united.” Local 652 reported 98.2%
of its members approved the
strike authorization.
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Death of an Uber driver illustrates deep harm of worker misclassification
By Yasin Khan
In 2015, Waheed Etimad
immigrated with his wife and
their seven children to the
United States from Afghanistan
on the special immigrant visa
he received after translating for
the U.S. Army. Etimad began
taking courses at Diablo Valley
College, studying to become a
computer engineer while driving full time for Uber at night.
People who knew Etimad
called him a hardworking and
devoted family man, an “amazing father, husband, and
friend.”
Etimad was killed on
February 3, 2019 while on the
job for Uber in San Francisco.
His van was struck head-on by
another car driving the wrong
way on Highway 101. While
the other driver was also killed,
Etimad’s passengers survived
the crash.

Since Etimad worked for
Uber, a company that categorizes workers as independent
contractors rather than employees, his family is ineligible for
workers’ compensation death
benefits.
Etimad was the sole
provider for his wife and seven
children, who range in age
from two to 16. Had he been
classified as an employee,
workers’ compensation would
have paid for his funeral
expenses and provided financial support to his family.
Instead, a friend created a
GoFundMe campaign and the
Muslim Community Center of
the East Bay began organizing
legal, financial and emotional
support for the family. This
outpouring of support is heartwarming — an important way
for communities to express
grief and solidarity — but

workers and their families
should not have to rely on public donations if they are hurt or
killed on the job. The workers’
compensation system was created for that purpose.
With the proliferation of
rideshare services and other
on-demand delivery platforms,
more workers are driving for a
living. Transportation incidents
are consistently the most frequent cause of fatal occupational injuries, accounting for
2,077 deaths on the job in 2017
– or 40 percent of all occupational fatalities for the whole
year. Given this high risk, it’s
particularly egregious for
Uber, Lyft, and other “gig
economy” companies to misclassify workers as independent contractors and deny them
the basic protections of workers’ compensation as well as
OSHA coverage.

A 2018 ruling from
California’s Supreme Court
offered a legal starting point
for providing gig workers with
those rights. The top court’s
landmark decision in Dynamex
Operations West v. Superior
Court requires employers to
pass a simple A-B-C test
before classifying workers as
independent contractors. All
three of the following criteria
have to be met in order for a
worker to be classified as an
independent contractor:
• They are able to control
and direct their own work.
• They are engaged in work
that is different than the usual
work of the hiring company.
• They are part of an independently established trade or
occupation for the work they are
providing the hiring company.
Independent plumbers are
one example of an independent

contractor that meets this criteria. The plumber can decide
when and how they work, they
do work that is different from
that of the hiring company, and
they are part of an independent
trade.
An Uber driver, by contrast,
would likely not meet this criteria as their work is controlled by
Uber, they are engaging in the
primary work of the company
(driving), and they do not have
independent driving companies.
This piece was originally
written for Worksafe’s 2019
Dying at Work Report. Yasin
Khan is an intersectional public health professional. She
has worked with tea farmers
and tailors in India, women
firefighters and nurses in the
U.S. and currently works at
UC Berkeley’s Labor
Occupational Health
Program.

Federal raids on UAW offices
cast cloud over bargaining
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
DETROIT (PAI)—FBI and
Internal Revenue Service
agents’ raids on the home of
United Auto Workers President
Gary Jones, the union’s conference center in outstate
Michigan and offices of the
foundation Jones previously
set up in Kansas City, could
throw a monkey wrench into
union bargaining with the
Detroit 3 automakers.
That’s because raids by
agents armed with search warrants call into question whether
the union’s top officials will be
able to concentrate on the talks
even as the federal government
pursues union leaders’ scalps –
and whether members can trust
the UAW’s top people.
The feds raided Jones, the
foundation and UAW’s Black
Rock Conference Center on
the morning of August 28. That
was also the last day of voting
among UAW members nationwide who toil for Ford, GM
and FiatChrysler on giving
their leaders strike authorization.
First reports, from four
locals in Michigan and two in
Louisville, Kent., showed
over-whelming support for the
strike authorization. The lowest pro-strike figure was 91%
approval.
Current contracts between
UAW, which represents tens of
thousands of workers at the
three car and truck companies,
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expire September 14. Strike
authorization does not mean
the workers will walk, but it
gives leaders leverage in bargaining with company bosses.
Jones vowed the bargaining
would continue and that it
would be the union leaders’
focus. And UAW called the
raids unnecessary, since it has
always cooperated with the
FBI’s ongoing 4-year investigation.
The probe has produced
nine indictments already of
both car company officials,
notably at FiatChrysler, who
bribed some UAW officers,
and the officers, plus the wife
of one deceased officer. The
FBI said she was in on the
bribery scheme. The FBI said
it’s extended the corporate side
of the probes to GM. Five of
those indicted, from the union
and the companies, have
already pled guilty to various
forms of corruption charges.
“As the leader of the UAW,
President Jones is determined
to uncover and address any and
all wrongdoing, wherever it
might lead,” UAW stated.
“There was absolutely no need
for search warrants to be used
by the government today.”
“The UAW has voluntarily
responded to every request the
government has made throughout the course of its investigation, produced literally hundreds of thousands of documents and other materials to
See UAW...page 7

If you have an accepted
workers' comp injury, you may
have rights to seek ongoing
medical, rehabilitation,
retraining, permanent partial
disability (for damage to
a body part), temporary total
disability, or permanent total
disability.
Long standing injuries may
be the basis for current claims.

You could have claims that
you have not asserted for
overt or repetitive trauma
(hearing loss, lung disease or
Gillette injuries).
If you find yourself in this
situation, it would be wise to
learn more. It costs nothing
for us to evaluate your case
so you understand exactly
where you stand.
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